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SEAN

CONNERY

Smooth and sophisticated, his legendary
charm is backed by serious respect as an actor.
We take a look at Sean Connery’s astrological
profile to find out what makes him tick.
continued on page 2
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Sean Connery
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland | 25th August, 1930 | Virgo, Horse
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He is notoriously private, but a peek at his astrological signs
gives insight into one of Hollywood’s most enduring icons.
For many, Sean Connery will always be the
definitive James Bond - suave, sophisticated and
with a smouldering sense of danger. He was voted
Sexiest Man of the Century in 1999 and announced
his retirement from acting in 2004.
Connery was born on the 25th August 1930, making
him a Virgo born in the Chinese Year of the Horse. In
some senses, it seems that he was born to play James
Bond. His Western astrological profile is one of cool
courage. Connery was born under the sign of theVirgin,
with the Sun in conjunction with Neptune and Pluto
in ascension. Pluto’s influence is one of
power and strategy, usually associated
with politicians. This could have had a
strong bearing on Connery’s affiliation
with the Scottish National Party in
later life. Connery is a fiercely proud
Scotsman and has stated his desire to
see the country become independent.
Indeed, he has sworn never to live there
again until that is the case.

Idols and heroes

Underlying currents of self-doubt
As a Horse, Connery’s cool facade will mask an underlying current of self-doubt.
Horses are cunning rather than intelligent and this self-knowledge makes them
feel insecure. That is not to say that Horses are stupid, but rather that they rely on
their wits and instinct as opposed to academic facts. Coming from a working class
family, Connery left school at the age of 13 to start a milk round. While he had
little choice other than to leave education, it may be that his lack of academic
grounding may prey on Sir Sean.This also could be another contributing factor
to his quick temper; Horses may appear solid, stable animals but when they
kick out, it is a powerful and sudden act.

cunning
intuitive
insecure

I

precise
critical
disciplined

Neptune is the symbol of idols and
heroes - things that Connery has
come to represent to his millions of fans
around the world. When Neptune is in conjunction with
the Sun, another aspect is thrown into play; a connection to
dreams, fantasies and alternate realities. It seems that both
Pluto and Neptune governed Connery in his decision to
become an actor. He was pursuing a career in football when
the strategist in him realised that footballers’ life spans do
not continue much beyond the age of 30: “I was already 23. I
decided to become an actor and it turned out to be one of my
more intelligent moves.”

Horses are also defined by their desire for
independence, which often manifests itself
as nonconformity. Becoming an actor would
not have been the most conventional of
career choices for someone of Connery’s
era and background. Most of his friends
would have gone on to labouring jobs or
into the armed forces. Connery’s decision
was partly informed by a duodenal ulcer
that prevented a career in the Navy, but
also will have fulfilled the equine fantasies
of his Eastern star sign.

Survival Instincts

Both of Connery’s star signs are imbued
with a strong instinct for survival; the Horse can turn tail and run, while
the maiden is driven to succeed, no matter what the cost. Sir Sean will
have relied on both these qualities during his early career and, perhaps
surprisingly, in his later career too. As he started out, Connery will have
listened to the Virgin, making the decision to succeed against the odds.
In the latter stages of his career, the Horse will have informed him to
leave the industry and maintain his independence.
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of Connery’s astrological signs is that
they are both blessed with an acute sensitivity when it comes to‘reading’
other people. While this may not be something normally associated
with the cold-hearted womaniser James Bond, many other of his screen
performances have revealed him to be an actor of profound depth,
conveying a range of emotions with minimal effort.

Virgo is the cool, calm sign of the zodiac, defined by their ability to
be rational and practical, even under pressure. As Bond, Connery
certainly radiates a measured intensity and when he is in the public
eye this quality informs his carriage and demeanour. However, this
disciplined exterior is borne out of a desire for perfection.Virgos are
extremely critical of that which does not meet with their exacting
standards.This desire to attain the unattainable means that many
Virgos are burdened with a sharp temper - something that Connery
has become known for, especially in later life. Indeed, it may be the
knowledge that perfection is an impossibility that has caused him
to eschew the film industry. Apparently, he was so disappointed
with his last films and so disenchanted with“Hollywood idiots”, that
he vowed never to return to the silver screen.

As Sir Sean enters his ninth decade, he must be wary of his health –
particularly problems associated with the eyes and intestines. Virgo
is particularly vulnerable to stress-related conditions, partly as the
result of the continual turmoil bubbling away beneath that smooth,
suave exterior.

Looking for inspiration? Call our psychics today on
www.StarTemple.com

0800 422 0422
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
The year may have
gotten off to an
introspective start, but
fireworks fly this month
when revolutionary Uranus makes
its way into your fiery sign. This is a
big shift in emphasis, namely toward
personal freedom. Suddenly you have
the urge to break free of constraints,
and routine doesn’t do it for you at all.
The upside is, you have the motivation
to clear the decks and make positive
changes. And the risks? Well, Uranus
in your sign is not particularly inclined
toward moderation or careful planning.
Keep that in mind and you’ll see real
transformation this month.

Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
There are two impulses
competing for your
attention. One tells
you to buck the trend
and do something totally new and
unexpected, like take a sudden trip.
The other tells you to travel deeply
within yourself for spiritual healing,
transformation, and clarity in your
everyday life. The cards are stacked
in favour of the former, and you’ll see
a lot of action with friends, networks
and new opportunities. Stay in tune
with your deeper self as you mingle
and explore, and don’t lose touch with
the truth that your outer world reflects
your inner world.

Gemini

(May 21 - June 21)
The ideas just keep
popping as Uranus
enters your social and
11th house. Your head is
buzzing with possibilities, and people
are attracted to the upward movement
of your spirit. However, you must be
careful with your friendships. Not
everything floats as easily as you, and
the potential for misunderstandings
and hurt feelings is strong; pay close
attention to what others are saying.
The career area of your chart is full
of dynamic energy, and will readily
conspire with your creative mental
state to bring forth new possibilities
on the work front.

MARCH

HOROSCOPES
Chris Odle

With the revolutionary planet Uranus entering fiery, nononsense Aries, expect tremors and changes across the
board, with a huge potential for positive change.

Astrologer & Shaman

Libra

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)

It’s all about you this
month, Libra. Well,
mostly about you. The
Sun, Mercury, Venus
and Uranus are all moving through
your house of health and discipline.
Last month’s fast and loose policy
is history as a new force of personal
growth takes root. Spring cleaning is
definitely in the air, on all the levels
of your being. Dietary cleanses and
physical movements like yoga and Tai
Chi are begging you to answer the call!
At the same time, matters on the home
front take a turn for the emotional, and
could get heated. A partner or trusted
friend will offer their hand, and you’ll
need the support.
4

CAREER LOVE SPIRIT DESTINY

Call

Scorpio

0800 422 0422

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)

The partnership area
of your chart has you
magnetized and ready
for action, whether
you’re currently attached or not. The
problem is, carefree pleasures are more
attractive than ever, while the need for
stability is also at a premium. How do
you reconcile these two influences?
Take a deep breath and start with what
you already have, and things will sort
themselves out. You are fiercely loyal
by nature, and your sense of justice
is acute. Chances are, you’ll be able to
do right by everyone involved, even
if temptation is not easy to pass up.
Watch for impulse spending amidst
all this excitement.
www.StarTemple.com

Sagittarius

for more details

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
Home and family, finance,
roots and traditions will
demand a great deal of
energy and attention this
month. These things are not always
your cup of tea, when there are whole
universes out there to be explored.
Bring the your adventurous spirit into
these areas of your life and the rewards
will be obvious. New love interest is
highly likely with expansive Jupiter and
revolutionary Uranus lighting up your
fifth house of flings and pleasures. Keep
it real and don’t set anybody - including
yourself - up for a fall, because this
attraction is fickle and may well go
the way of the dinosaurs.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
You’ve been dragging
your heels at work, and for
good reason: Something
has to give. It may not be
as serious as a job change (though it is
possible), but creative an emotionally
healthy environment at the workplace
is a key point this month, especially
after Uranus changes signs on the 12th.
Recreating your work space, learning
new stretches and meditations to use
during short breaks, and overhauling
your lunch plan to include healthier
and easier options, will all benefit you
tremendously. If you’re looking for love,
someone is watching you, and if you’re
committed, don’t wait to do something
special.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
It’s a good time to grab a
partner if you don’t have
one already, as romantic
Venus is enters your 7th
house of partnerships. It will likely be
someone unusual who represents
things and experiences that are new
and exciting to you. You are going on
a ride whether a partners follows or
not, and changes are happening on a
deep spiritual level. There many even
be some challenging lessons due to a
cluster of planets in your mysterious
and spiritual 8th house, but these
challenges have great rewards. Be
careful with words, as Saturn moving
retrograde in your third house will
create a lack of verbal prudence.

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
You are like a mad
scientist this month,
Virgo, concocting new
formulas for a more
fulfilling life. Uranus makes a big
transition to your house of health and
routine, where Jupiter is already hard at
work. These two forces enhance your
ability to find creative solutions at work
and in daily life. The full moon on the
19th falls in your sign - who knows,
you just might have a breakthrough!
Remember, the great experiment is
the whole movement of your life. If
you find creative ways to increase your
happiness, productivity and inner
clarity this month, you will have done
the stars proud.

Spring cleaning is definitely in the air, on all levels of your
being. Dietary cleanses and practices like yoga are key.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Domestic changes are
a certainty this month
as Uranus rides into
your fourth house. This
may bring something as major as a
change of residence, or something
less drastic like a sudden breakage
that needs repair, or the irresistible
urge to buy that high def TV. Home
life will have a personal flavour too,
as tension develops between your
independent self and your role as a
partner or family member.The tension
will only be resolved when you find a
way for your new direction to coexist
with life at home. It’s a great month
to do something for your outward
appearance and allow it to refresh
your self-condifence.

Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
The big news involves the
planet Uranus, one of the
rulers of your sign. When
it enters your third house
of networks and communications on
the 12th, you are geared up for social
action and collective change. This is
already an important part of who you
are, and Uranus gives you a major dose
of inspiration. However, this is a much
better month for planning and writing
things down than manifesting them in
the real world. That will come later. For
now, focus on preparing for action, in
whatever fields are important to you.
Don’t fret about recent money issues
- they will level out by the middle of
the month.
www.StarTemple.com

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
With the passing of the
Winter comes a shift from
inner to outer, and your
sign is full of planets to
accentuate this. Sun, Mars, Mercury and
Uranus all move through your sign.This
is about you, your personal appearance,
your friendships and relationships, and
the way you present yourself to the
world.The first months of the year have
seen you turning away from negative
influences in your world, but as you will
learn this month, it takes persistence.
Someone will surely appear to ensnare
you in the same old things. Luckily, you
have a host of planets in your sign, to
keep you centered in who you are and
focused on where you’re going.
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Lessons in Online Love
It can be scary, but there are methods to increase
your chances of finding the partner you want .

Y Listen to your psychic self
In traditional courtship, you can quickly get a sense of
whether the person you are dating is right for you or not.
While the conscious mind is busy weighing up the pros
and cons of physical attraction and assessing personality
traits such as a sense of humour, the subconscious is on
full alert, reading body-language and picking up subtle,
psychic signals from the person you are dating. With
online dating, much of these conventions are removed:
you cannot truly judge someone’s appearance from a
photograph and the subtle physical and psychic interplay
that occur on a date are hidden behind a screen. All you
really have to work with is the information that person
gives to you in an email or SMS message.These constraints
may frustrate your conscious mind, but your psychic self
is a much more far-reaching tool.

) Be honest about who you are
The temptation for many dating site users is to project
an image of themselves that purely plays on their best
qualities. While this is also true in traditional dating
scenarios, the psychic self has an easier job of discerning
fact from fiction. It is better that you are honest about
who you really are and what you want. That way, you will
attract like-minded people.
Of course, the real litmus test of your judgements will
come when you choose to meet a person you have
been corresponding with. You may feel that you have
established a good rapport up to this point but, once
again, it is better to trust in your innate psychic instincts
to tell you whether or not the person you have met is all
they claim to be.
6

LVisualise your dream date
Giving some attention to the sort of person you would
like to date is a good place to start. Many people spend
more time considering the next car they would like than
the person they want to be involved with.Take some time
to meditate and try to visualise your dream date. While
it is entirely natural to focus on their appearance, try to
include other aspects in your visualisations. Consider
all facets of their personality and other factors that may
be important to you such as their financial status and
interests. This will prime your subconscious to recognise
those types of people from the lists you are presented
within a dating site.
In addition, creating a‘model’of your perfect partner will
prime your psychic self to spot any inconsistencies in the
messages you receive from prospective dates. In creating
a model, your subconscious will use all the information is
has collated about the way people behave, act and think
and use this to provide you with a good or bad sense
about the person you are communicating with.

Y

Looking for guidance in your
search for love?
Star Temple psychics can help.
Call

www.StarTemple.com

0800 422 0422

Science and your Third Eye
The third eye has been known by many spiritual traditions around
the globe for thousands of years. yet it is seldom acknowledged by
mainstream science. However despite this, there is no shortage of
scientific evidence to support its existence and power in our lives.
Hindus view the third eye as a chakra
located in the forehead between the body’s
two physical eyes. The Hindu Scriptures
known as the Upanishads describe it as a
gateway to higher planes of consciousness,
deep within the psyche. It is said to be
responsible for intuition and extra sensory
perception (ESP).
Experiments in ESP
While ESP has never been proved
scientifically, many studies have given
credence to its existence. Some of the first
experiments were carried out by Dr. Joseph
Banks Rhine in the 1920s and 30s. Decks
of playing cards with precise symbols on
them were utilised to gauge the ESP abilities
within a subject. These symbols were a
cross, a star, a circle, a square, and a wavy
line. After the deck was shuffled, the subject
would remove a card from the deck without
looking, and place it face down on the table.
He or she would then ‘call’ the card and
this was recorded by the researcher, with
the card remaining face down. This was
repeated up to 25 times before the cards
were turned over and checked against the
calls made by the subject.
This scientific method worked by cross-referencing the number of
correct guesses against the statistical probability of such results
arising as a product of chance. The results were startling. One set of
data showed that out of 2,400 calls, almost 500 correct guesses were
recorded. The probability of these results being produced by chance
were roughly one in a million. Of the 33 sets of similar experiments
which Dr. Rhine carried out over the years, 27 were noted to be
‘statistically significant.’

science. Eventually, few credible scientists were prepared to carry
out research in the area for fear of jeopardising their careers and
tarnishing their reputations with disbelieving colleagues and the
international press.
Modern research into the third eye
More recently, an American biophysicist
named Beverly Rubik has been conducting
research into the ‘biofield,’ an unseen energy
found within and around all living things.
Ancient spiritual traditions have long known
of the existence of this hidden life-force, and
it has been known by many names.
Rubik’s research is more sophisticated than
that of Dr Rhine, using high tech devices to
measure brainwave activity. Subjects wear
brainwave monitors which give detailed
readouts of mental activity. Rubik has
tested both ‘normal’ individuals and highly
practised meditators, and the results are no
less startling than Dr Rhine’s findings.
She has found that those who meditate
regularly are able to emit much higher
frequency brainwaves than their layperson
counterparts. Many of these experienced
meditators were also found to constantly
generate frequencies of 40 hertz in the
portion of the brain where eastern traditions
have located the third eye.
Science versus spirituality
Further research into the fields of clairvoyance, ESP, precognition and
related phenomenon could well transform the common perception
of the third eye from a fantasy to a core part of our innate being. It
could also revolutionise how we view our place in the world as a
species and a civilisation.

The problem is not a lack of individuals willing to study the
phenomenon using rational scientific deduction, nor are we inable to
detect the third eye using quantitive data and modern technological
Despite a range of studies by other researchers which pointed to the resources. The problem, rather, is the stubbornness of conventional
presence of a sixth sense, ESP remained unacceptable to mainstream science. Soon enough, the evidence for the existence of the third
eye may build to a point where science can no longer brush it aside.
77
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When did you first realise you
were psychic?
A lady came to me looking to speak to
someone who had passed over. Contact
was made with this gentleman and
evidence was given as to the spirit’s
identity. The lady confirmed that the
man coming through was indeed that
person who had sadly died in a car
accident. I gave specific details to this
lady of how the gentleman had passed
over describing the car in great detail
and she confirmed this to be true.

SELINA

Star Temple Psychics
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Have you had any memorable
experiences reading for a client?

PIN 7726

I was always very aware of spirit since
the early age of seven years old, yet as
i grew older I blocked these voices out
and it wasn’t until later on in life that I
realised what these voices were. It was
roughly twelve years ago that I found
myself drawn very strongly to the
paranormal, and brought my first pack
of tarot cards.When I began playing with
them strange things started to happen,
I started to get premonitions and one
time the attic door opened completely
by itself!
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What makes a good psychic
reading?

PIN 7703

A good psychic reading is made up of
empathy, honesty and integrity, combine
these with evidence of a connection
with spirit and the connection you’ve
established with the client. At the end of
the reading I feel it’s important to leave
the client with more perspective, clarity
and a sense of direction.
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